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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) UNIT 1 - NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO.
50-390/94-64, REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION (3 EXAMPLES)

The purpose of this letter is to provide a reply to Notice of Violation
390/94-64-01 cited in the subject inspection report dated December 15,
1994. The subject violation identifies three examples of completed work
that were not accomplished in accordance with procedural or drawing
requirements.

The enclosure to this letter addresses the specific examples identified by
this Notice of Violation and the actions TVA has taken to ensure walkdowns
are completed satisfactorily.

If you should have any questions, contact P. L. Pace at (615)-365-1824.

Sincerely,

Dwight E. Nunn
Vice President
New Plant Completion
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
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cc: See page 2
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NRC Resident Inspector

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Rt. 2, Box 700

Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nu clear Regulatory Commission

Region II

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900

Atlanta, Georgia 30323



ENCLOSURE 1
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

390/94-64-01

"10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and Tennessee Valley Authority Nuclear
Quality Assurance Plan TVA-NQA-PL89-A, Revision 4, Section 6.1.1, require in
part that activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
instructions or procedures.

Appendix Bl of Procedure TI-2006, Engineering Walkthrough and Evaluation of
Plant Conduit and Conduit Supports, Revision 1, requires that rigid conduit
portions of L-shaped cantilevers must be supported at more than one point.
Further, Appendix Bl of Procedure TI-2006 requires L-shaped conduit cantilever
configurations to be documented for evaluation.

Step 34 of Workplan D-10471-264 indicates that Category I cable tray support
hold-down clip bolts shall be documented and examples of inadequate thread
engagement shall be documented and corrected.

Step 22 of Workplan D10472 references General Note 10 of Design Change
Authorization M-10472-07. General Note 10 indicates that double nuts are
required to be installed on each leg of the 3/8 inch diameter U-bolts on cable
tray cover channel connector installations. Double nuts function as locking
devices.

Contrary to the above, the following examples were identified:

EXAMPLE 1

As of October 28, 1994, the rigid portion of L-shaped cantilever conduit
1VC2965A was supported at one point and was not documented for evaluation in
accordance with Pages 1 and 2 of Appendix Bl of Procedure TI-2006.,

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated.

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

This violation was caused by an oversight of Engineering personnel during the
performance of a design activity to document the as-built configurations of an
existing conduit. Given the extensive number of conduit runs examined during
the performance of the TI-2006 walkthroughs (4277 L-cant conditions
identified), it is reasonable to conclude that walkthrough personnel
inadvertently missed this particular configuration.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

Upon evaluation of the specific condition, it was determined that the L-shaped
cantilever conduit 1VC2965A would have functioned adequately without an
adverse impact on operability (calculation WCG-I-1749). Therefore, there is
no safety-significant concern. However, the subject conduit was modified by
adding an additional support to meet licensing basis design margins for
conduit installations.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

A conduit data base review determined that 4277 L-cant configurations had been
identified during the TI-2006 walkthroughs. Additionally, after the subject
deficiency was identified, reverification sampling walkthroughs were performed
on conduit inside the Unit 1iReactor Building containment, looking for L-cant
and unique single support configurations. This area is considered
representative because the original walkthrough teams worked interchangeably
throughout the different buildings/areas of the plant. The reverification
walkthroughs identified a sample of 145 cases with potential L-cant
configurations. This effort discovered one additional example. The L-cant
configuration on conduit 1M3140 had been overlooked in original TI-2006
walkthrough package F4-289. This case was evaluated and determined to be
adequately supported and acceptable as-is.

In addition to the 145 sample cases reviewed, two L-cant cases, randomly
selected by the NRC during their inspection (conduit 2PP2702, covered by
walkthrough package B7-42; and conduit 2-JPP-292-2700, covered by walkthrough
package B7-43) were reviewed. These two cases were found to be accurately
addressed.

The presence of one discrepancy-in a sample of this size was evaluated in
accordance with recognized statistical sampling methods. Accordingly, it can
be concluded with 95 percent confidence and 95 percent reliability that the
discrepancy rate in the balance of the TI-2006 walkthrough data is no more
frequent than indicated by the sample data. Since this rate is very low, it
can be concluded with high confidence and high reliability that the original
TI-2006 walkthrough data was recorded with a high degree of accuracy..
Therefore, the extent of condition can be treated as isolated to the cases
identified, without further expansion of the sample population.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

With respect to this violation example, TVA is currently in full compliance.

EXAMPLE 2

"As of October 28, 1994, Category I cable tray support hold-down clip bolts
[I-CTSP-293-0582 (three bolts) and 1-CTSP-293-584 (two bolts)] did not have
adequate thread engagement and were not documented and corrected in accordance
with Design Change Authorization M-10472-07."

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated.

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

This violation resulted from a lack of attention to detail during the initial
walkdown, and unclear written instructions provided for performance of
associated rework. During the cable tray and cable tray support walkdown,
discrepancies were identified and flagged using a ribbon. In some cases the
ribbon was not placed directly on the identified deficiencies, but in the
general location. The deficiencies, e.g., lack of thread engagement, were
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then logged on an Attachment E form contained in the workplan. The Attachment
E was utilized to identify, describe, and locate the deficiencies for rework.
.In the example identified, the craft installed new bolts in the area where the
ribbon was hung, but failed to inspect/replace the bolts on the opposite rail.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

Discussions were held with the involved personnel addressing attention to
detail while performing walkdowns for D-10471 series workplans.

Since only one-half of one percent of the walkdowns had been completed, a
complete re-verification was conducted by Quality Control personnel to
establish the extent of condition. Six additional examples of inadequate
thread engagement were identified. Five of these had been previously
identified for rework, which indicates that these deficiencies were overlooked
during the rework process. All of the identified bolt deficiencies have been
corrected by Workplan D-10471-22.

Field Engineer(s) associated with D-10471 series workplans have been
instructed to verify that deficiencies addressed on Attachment E forms have
been corrected. In addition, these Field Engineer(s) will be more specific as
to the location of identified deficiencies.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

Organizations responsible for conducting work activities in the plant
participated in a stand down meeting for the purpose of discussing avoidable
problems, reminding personnel of their responsibilities and managements'
expectations. This specific example was discussed during the stand down and
the actions that should have been taken.

Design Change Notice (DCN) Q-33827-A has been issued providing thread
engagement acceptance criteria for bolting of existing cable tray hold down
clips. This criteria allows for existing cable tray hold down clips to have
less than full thread engagement in limited instances. This acceptance
criteria will be utilized in future walkdown activities.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

With respect to this violation example, TVA is currently in full compliance.

EXAMPLE 3

"As of October 28, 1994, that General Note 10 of Design Change Authorization
M-10472 was not followed in that a single nut was installed on each U-bolt leg
for 20 cable tray channel connector installations. Design Change
Authorization M-10472-07 required installation of double nuts on each leg of
channel connector U-bolts. The additional nuts were to function as locking
devices."

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated.
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REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

This violation resulted because the detail configuration for the unistrut
channel connector (DCA M-10472-11) did not depict or reference the general
note #10 (DCA-M-10472-07) requiring jam nuts. In addition, involved personnel
were not cognizant of the requirement for installing jam nuts.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

All of the U-bolt configurations were reviewed and the identified deficiencies
corrected using Workplans D-10471-22 and 31 to install the identified missing
jam nuts.

To clarify jam nut requirements, DCN F-31565-A-AA-08 was issued adding a note
to the detail addressing the requirement for jam nuts.

Applicable personnel responsible for performing cable tray cover/hardware
installation/modifications were instructed in the details of this violation
and the use of General Notes associated with design output documents.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

As described in Example 2, organizations responsible for conducting work
activities in the plant participated in a stand down meeting for the purpose
of discussing avoidable problems, reminding personnel of their
responsibilities, and-managements' expectations.

Since this was a new installation, there is a reasonable level of assurance
that the extent of condition is limited to the subject installation.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

With respect to this violation example, TVA is currently in full compliance.
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